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Abstract
It is generally accepted that fundamental physical
limitations will eventually inhibit further (C)MOS fea-
ture size reduction. Several emerging nano-electronic
technologies with greater scaling potential, such as
Single Electron Tunneling (SET), are currently under
investigation. Each of these exhibit their own switch-
ing behavior, resulting in new paradigms for logic
design and computation. This paper presents a case
study on SET based logic. We analyze and compare
three different SET designs styles as follows. First,
SET transistor based designs that mimic conventional
CMOS. Second, single electron threshold logic based
on the voltage threshold of SET tunnel junctions. Third,
electron counting logic based on direct encoding of
integers as charge combined with computation via
charge transport.

1. INTRODUCTION

Feature size reduction in microelectronic circuits
has been an important contributing factor to the dra-
matic increase in the processing power of logic and
arithmetic circuits. However, it is generally accepted
that sooner or later MOS based circuits cannot be
reduced further in (feature) size due to fundamental
physical restrictions [1]. Therefore, several emerging
technologies are currently being investigated [2].

When examining the progress made with these new
technologies one can certainly observe that the main
research effort occurs at the device level. As a result
of this, limited innovation has been occurred at the
circuit and system level. Mainly, there have been
attempts to mold the emerging devices to the CMOS
design style by making them mimic the behavior of
the MOS transistor. Given that most nano devices
exhibit a different behavior than the MOS transistor,
such attempts make limited use of the potential of
the technology itself. We believe that an emerging
(nano)technology can be effectively used only if its
specific behavior is explicitly utilized at all design
levels, i.e., device, circuit and system. In other words,
one should examine and utilize a technology’s unique
features. In an attempt to demonstrate this we carry on

a case study on the Single Electron Tunnelling (SET)
technology.

Single Electron Tunnelling (SET) [3], [4] is a novel
technology candidate that offers greater scaling poten-
tial than MOS as well as the potential for ultra-low
power consumption. Additionally, recent advances in
silicon based fabrication technology (see for example
[5]) show potential for room temperature operation.
However, similar to other future technology candi-
dates, SET devices display a switching behavior that
differs from traditional MOS devices. This provides
new possibilities and challenges for implementing dig-
ital circuits.

The SET technology introduces the quantum tunnel
junction as a new circuit element for (logic) circuits.
The tunnel junction can be thought of as a ”leaky”
capacitor, such that the ”leaking” can be controlled
by the voltage across the tunnel junction. Although
this behavior at first glance appears similar to that of
a diode, the difference stands in the scale at which
switching occurs. Charge transport though a tunnel
junction can only occur in quantities of a single
electron at a time. Additionally, given the feature sizes
anticipated for such circuits, the transport of a single
electron can have a significant effect on the voltage
across a tunnel junction, such that transporting a few
electrons through a tunnel junction will inhibit further
charge transport, making it possible to control the
transport of charge in discrete and accurate quantities.

In this paper we analyze and compare three different
SET design styles. First, a CMOS-like design style
based on SET transistors. Second, single electron en-
coded logic in which Boolean variables are encoded as
a net charge of0e and1e present on the gate’s output
node. Third, electron counting logic in which integers
variables are encoded directly in charge. Each design
style is introduced in detail and its main advantages
and disadvantages are analyzed. We then compare
these design styles in terms of area, delay and power
consumption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly presents some SET background the-
ory, explaining the basic switching behavior appearing
in SET circuits and a method for calculating delay



and power. Section 3 presents the SET equivalent
of the CMOS design style. Section 4 presents the
implementation of single electron encoded threshold
logic gates in SET technology. Section 5 presents
electron counting logic and schemes for the calculation
of addition and multiplication via a the controlled
transport of single electrons. Section 6 discusses the
main problems of the SET technology in general and
compares the three design styles. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper with some final remarks.

2. BACKGROUND
A tunnel junction can be thought of as a leaky

capacitor. The transport of charge through a tunnel
junction is referred to astunneling, where the trans-
port of a single electron through a tunnel junction is
referred to as atunnel event. Electrons are considered
to tunnel through a tunnel junction strictly one after
another. We assume that all conditions are met such
that charge quantization is observable (EC >> EQ)
and that tunnel events due to thermal energy can
be ignored (EC >> KbT ). Under these conditions,
the critical voltageVc across a tunnel junction is
the voltage threshold that is needed across the tunnel
junction in order to make a tunnel event through this
tunnel junction possible.

For calculating the critical voltage of a junction, we
assume a tunnel junction with a capacitance ofCj .
The remainder of the circuit, as viewed from the tunnel
junction’s perspective, has an equivalent capacitance of
Ce. Given the approach presented in [6], we calculate
the critical voltageVc for the junction as:

Vc =
e

2(Ce + Cj)
. (1)

In the equation above, as well as in the remainder of
this discussion, we refer to the charge of the electron
as qe = 1.602 ∗ 10−19 C. Strictly speaking this is
incorrect, as the charge of the electron is of course
negative. However, it is more intuitive to considere as
a positive constant for the formulas which determine
whether or not a tunnel event will occur. We of course
correct for this when we discuss the direction in which
the tunnel event takes place.

Generally speaking, if we define the voltage across
a junction asVj , and assuming the conditions stated
above, a tunnel event will occur through this tunnel
junction if and only if:

|Vj | ≥ Vc. (2)

If tunnel events cannot occur in any of the circuit’s
tunnel junctions, i.e.,|Vj | < Vc for all junctions
in the circuit, the circuit is in astable state. For
our investigation we only consider circuits where a
limited number of tunnel events may occur, resulting
in a stable state. Each stable state determines a new

output value resulting from the distribution of charge
throughout the circuit.

The transport of an electron through a tunnel junc-
tion is a stochastic process. This means that we
cannot analyze delay in the traditional sense. Instead,
assuming a non-zero probability for charge transport
(|Vj | > Vc), the switching delaytd of a single
electron transport can be calculated based on an error
probability Perror that the desired transport didnot
occur as

td =
−ln(Perror)qeRt

|Vj | − Vc
, (3)

where Rt = 105Ω is the tunnel resistance (though
depending on the physical implementation this value
is typically assumed). The error probabilityPerror

determines the reliability of the circuit. Given that the
switching behavior is stochastic in nature, the error
probability cannot be reduces to0. It is therefore
assumed that whenPerror is not acceptable a certain
error correction mechanism has to be embedded in
the form of hardware or data redundancy in order to
achieve the desired accuracy.

When charge transport occurs through a tunnel
junction, the difference in the total amount of energy
present in the circuit before and after the tunnel event
can be calculated by

∆E = Efinal − Einitial = −qe(|Vj | − Vc). (4)

Therefore, the energy consumed by a single tunnel
event occurring in a single tunnel junction can be cal-
culated by taking the absolute value of∆E. In order to
calculate the power consumption of a gate, the energy
consumption of each tunnel event is multiplied by the
frequency of switching. The switching frequency in
turn depends on the frequency at which the gate’s
inputs change and it is input data dependent, as a new
combination of inputs may or may not results in charge
transport.

In addition to the switching error probability as
described in Equation (3) there are two fundamental
phenomena that may cause errors: thermally induced
tunnelling and co-tunnelling. Given a maximum ac-
ceptable switching error probability, we must ensure
that both the thermal error probability as well as the
co-tunnelling error probability are of the same order
of magnitude or less. For any temperatureT > 0 there
exists a non-zero probability that a tunnel event will
occur through a junction even if|Vj | < Vc. The error
probability Ptherm due to thermal tunnelling can be
described by a simple formula as

Ptherm = e−∆E/KbT . (5)

For a multi-junction system in which a combination
of tunnel events leads to a reduction of the energy
present in the entire system there exists a non-zero



probability that those tunnel events occur simultane-
ously even if|Vj | < Vc for all individual tunnel junc-
tion involved. This phenomenon is commonly referred
to as co-tunnelling [7], [8].

Although a detailed analysis of co-tunnelling is
outside the scope of the present work, we remark that
several means are available to reduce the co-tunnelling
error probability. First, the ratio of co-tunnelling rate
to the desired tunnelling rate can be reduced linearly
by increasing the tunnel resistanceRt of the tunnel
junctions involved in co-tunnelling. The main problem
of this approach is that it also linearly increases the
switching delay as stated in Equation (3). Second,
each of the individual junctions involved in the co-
tunnelling process can be replaced byN junctions
(N > 1) separated by islands. Although such an
approach results in an exponential decrease of the co-
tunnelling probability, it also approximately results in
a linear increase of the delay time as an electron must
now tunnel throughN times as many junctions as
before. Third, resistors can be added between the SET
circuit and the supply voltage lines as demonstrated
in [9], [10], [11]. This method can reduce the co-
tunnelling rate without significantly increasing the
delay. This is due to the fact that the delay added
by a resistor is on theRC scale. Thus, assuming for
exampleR = O(106) Ω and C = O(10−17) F , we
find that the delay added by the resistor istRC =
O(10−11) s. Given that for the structures we discuss
in this paper the switching delaytd is in the order
of O(10−9) s, the additional delay due to the co-
tunnelling suppressing resistors can be neglected. Al-
though the circuits discussed in the remainder of this
paper do not contain such resistors, co-tunnelling sup-
pressing resistors of appropriate value can be appended
to the designs in order to reduce the co-tunnelling error
to the acceptable error probability.

3. CMOS-LIKE TRANSISTOR LOGIC
One of the first SET circuits examined in literature

is the capacitively coupled SET transistor (see [12] for
an early review paper). The SET transistor consists of
two tunnel junctions in series, with a capacitor attached
to the inter-laying circuit node, as depicted in Figure
1. The resulting3-terminal structure can be seen as
being similar to a MOS transistor, such that the gate
voltageVg can control the transport of charge through
the tunnel junctions (currentId).

However, unlike the MOS transistor, the currentId

through the SET transistor has a periodic response to
the input voltageVg. By extending the SET transistor
design with a capacitively coupled biasing input, one
can translate the transfer function of the SET transistor
over theVg axis.

When combining two complementary biased SET
transistors in a single circuit, we arrive at the SET
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Fig. 1. The SET transistor (a) circuit and (b) transfer function.
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Fig. 2. CMOS-like SET inverter.

inverter structure depicted in Figure 2. The SET in-
verter, as first proposed in [13], operates as follows.
The upper SET transistor behaves similar to ap-type
transistor, while the lower transistor operates similar to
ann-type transistor. Output switching (from0 to 1) is
accomplished by transporting electrons (typically over
100) from the output noden2 to the top supply voltage
terminalVs, or (from 1 to 0) by transporting electrons
from the bottom ground terminal to the output node
n2.

Given that SET transistors can be biased such that
they behave similar top or n transistors, we can
convert existing CMOS cell libraries to their SET
equivalents. Various complementary SET transistor
logic families have been proposed [14], [13], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Figure 3 for example
depicts an implementation of a CMOS-like NOR gate
based on [18].

The main advantage of the approach described
above is the re-utilization of existing knowledge and
tools. Once a family of Boolean logic gates has been
developed in a novel technology such as SET, existing
gate level designs of (larger) components, such as
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adders, multipliers, etc., can be realized in a straight-
forward manner. Equally important, existing design
tools can be ported at very little cost and effort.

The main disadvantage of this approach is induced
by the fact that usually a technology is most likely not
utilized to its full potential when it is mold to mimic
an existing technology. Focusing on SET, the CMOS-
like design style has the following disadvantages. First,
the designs only operate correctly when the current
though an “open” transistor consists of a large number
of electrons. Given that electron tunnelling is a se-
quential process, this is obviously a far slower process
then the transport of only one electron through the
same junction. Second, the “closed” transistor is not
completely closed, resulting in a static current and a
dramatic increase in power consumption.

Thus the logical next step would be to limit the
charge transport through open transistors to just1
electron, and to design the circuits such that closed
transistors are completely closed. This results in the
principle of Single Electron Encoded Logic (SEEL),
in which the Boolean logic values0 and 1 are en-
coded as a net charge of0e and 1e on the circuit’s
output node. However, when the SEEL approach is
applied to converted CMOS cells with multiplep-
type orn-type transistors in series, the circuits will no
longer operate correctly, as clarified by the following
example. Assume a series of2 p-type transistors, of
which the one bordering the load capacitor is open
while the other one is closed. This situation will result
in the removal of1 electron from the load capacitor,
resulting in an incorrect “high” output. Thus when the
circuit parameters are properly adjusted the inverter
circuit itself will to operate correctly under a SEEL
regime but no other CMOS alike SET Boolean gate
will. This implies that CMOS type SET logic must
encode the Boolean logic values0 and1 as “few” and
“many” electron charges. We can therefore conclude

that CMOS-type SET logic cannot efficiently utilize
the SET features. In the next section we discuss a
different design style based on SET based threshold
logic gates that can operate according to the SEEL
paradigm.

4. SINGLE ELECTRON ENCODED
LOGIC

Threshold Logic Gates (TLG) are devices which
are able to compute any linearly separable Boolean
function given by:

F (X) = sgn{F(X)} =
{

0 if F(X) < 0
1 if F(X) ≥ 0 (6)

F(X) =
n∑

i=1

ωixi − ψ, (7)

where xi are then Boolean inputs andwi are the
correspondingn integer weights. The TLG performs
a comparison between the weighted sum of the inputs
Σn

i=1ωixi and the threshold valueψ. If the weighted
sum of inputs isgreater then or equal tothe threshold,
the gate produces a logic1. Otherwise the output is a
logic 0.
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Fig. 4. Then-input linear threshold gate.

As stated in Section 2, a SET tunnel junction
requires a minimum voltage|Vj | ≥ Vc in order for
a tunnel event to occur. This critical voltageVc acts
as a naturally occurring thresholdψ with which the
junction voltageVj is compared. If we add capacitively
coupled inputs to the circuit nodes on either side of the
tunnel junction, the inputs will make a positively or
negatively weighted contribution to the voltage across
this junction (depending on the sign definition ofVj).



Similarly, we can add a capacitively coupled biasing
voltage in order to adjust the threshold to the desired
value. This approach resulted in the generic SEEL
TLG implementation [21] as displayed in Figure 4.

In this figure, the input signals V p =
{V p

1 , V p
2 , . . . , V p

r } are weighted by their
corresponding capacitorsCp = {Cp

1 , Cp
2 , . . . , Cp

r }
and added to the voltage across the tunnel junction.
The input signals V n = {V n

1 , V n
2 , . . . , V n

r }
are weighted by their corresponding capacitors
Cn = {Cn

1 , Cn
2 , . . . , Cn

r } and subtracted from the
voltage across the tunnel junction. The biasing
voltageVb, weighted by the capacitorCb, is used to
adjust the gate threshold to the desired valueψ. If
sgn{Vj − Vc} = 1, a single electron is transported
from nodey to nodex, which results in a high output.
The resulting threshold function calculated by the
circuit is:

F(X) = Cn
ΣΣr

k=1C
p
kV p

k − Cp
ΣΣs

l=1C
n
l V n

l − ψ (8)

ψ =
1
2
(Cp

Σ + Cn
Σ)e− Cn

ΣCbVb, (9)

whereCp
Σ = Cb + Σr

k=1C
p
k andCn

Σ = Co + Σs
l=1C

n
l .

The SET TLG allows for both positive and negative
weights and thus can potentially be used to calculate
any threshold function in a single gate. We note here
that this is a very important TLG feature as schemes
that allows for positive weights only may results in
less efficient implementations of algorithms [22].

The discussed TLG is a passive SET circuit, as it
solely consists of passive elements (a tunnel junction
and capacitors). When networks of passive SET cir-
cuits are constructed, strong crosstalk effects occur,
which can result in incorrect behavior. These crosstalk
effects are for a large part due to the charge transport
inside gates which switch output values. The second
source of crosstalk is due to supply voltage crosstalk.
Given that the supply voltage is a constant signal,
these crosstalk effects can be compensated for by
adjusting the circuit parameters. This does unfortu-
nately not hold true for the voltage fluctuations due to
switching activity. As demonstrated in [23] sufficient
buffering between different TLGs can alleviate all
crosstalk effects and buffered TLGs can be utilized
as building blocks for larger networks. Buffering can
be achieved by the CMOS-like inverter depicted in
Figure 2 which was modified to operate according to
the SEEL paradigm [24].

Given that the basic Boolean logic functions AND,
OR, NAND and NOR can be specified in the form of
Equations (6,7), we can implementn-input AND, OR,
NAND and NOR gates as instances of the threshold
gate circuit. Limiting the discussion to2-input gates
only, the threshold gate computations corresponding

to the previously mentioned Boolean functions are:

AND(a, b) = sgn{a + b− 2} (10)

OR(a, b) = sgn{a + b− 1} (11)

NAND(a, b) = sgn{−a− b + 1} (12)

NOR(a, b) = sgn{−a− b} (13)

Each of the above threshold equations can be im-
plemented by a single buffered TLG. Figure 5 for
example depicts an implementation of the NOR gate.
We can thus design a family of Boolean logic based on
the buffered TLG. Moreover, threshold logic gates are
more powerful than Boolean gates and this generally
results in a reduction of the number of required gates
and logic levels [22].

VB

VB

A+B

A

B

Fig. 5. Buffered TLG-based NOR gate.

The main advantage of the buffered TLG is the
increased utilization of the specific property of the SET
technology, e.g., the ability to control the transport of
individual electrons. This potentially results in reduced
delay and power consumption. An additional benefit
is a significant reduction of the number of circuit
elements that are required to implement the standard
Boolean logic functions. For example the CMOS-like
NOR gate example in Figure 3 requires25 circuit ele-
ments whereas the same NOR gate but now designed
in SEEL as depicted in Figure 5 requires only14
circuit elements which indicates an area reduction of
about40 %. Also, by utilizing the SET TLG approach,
all the Boolean and/or Threshold logic schemes for the
computation of arithmetic functions can be potentially
implemented with no major changes in the paradigm.

The main disadvantage is the increased sensitivity to
errors. Given that output signals are encoded as just1
electron, a single erroneous tunnel event (for example
due to thermally induced tunnelling or co-tunnelling)
will result in an incorrect output signal. This places
additional constraints on the design process, as one
must ensure that the error probability remains within
acceptable bounds.

Although the SEEL TLG based approach better
utilizes the SET technology due to an efficient infor-
mation encoding it does not yet use the full potential of



SET. While SEEL is still based on Boolean variables
the majority of computational and storage logic is
intended for multi-bit variables (e.g.,n-bit adders,
registers, etc.). Thus a paradigm that can operate
directly on such operands will potentially lead to more
effective computation. Given that in SET technology
it is possible to control the number of transported
electrons, we can further attempt to improve efficiency
by encodingn-bit operands directly as the number
of electrons stored at a specific circuit location. Once
integer values have been encoded as a number of elec-
trons, we can perform arithmetic operations directly in
electron charges. This reveals a broad range of novel
computational schemes, which we generally refer to as
electron counting. This approach is discussed in detail
in the next section.

5. ELECTRON COUNTING LOGIC
In the this section we assume binary encodedn-

bit operands,A = (a0, a1, . . . , an−1) and B =
(b0, b1, . . . , bn−1) and discuss electron counting
schemes to compute the result of their addition and
multiplication. The basic idea behind the method [25]
is first to convert the operands from digital to charge
representation, add/subtract them in charge format, and
convert the result back to binary digital representation.
Before describing the concept in more details we
briefly discuss the two types of electron counting
building blocks which are required for these schemes.

Electron
ReservoirMVKE

E

V

R

Fig. 6. The MVke block.

The MV ke block displayed in Figure 6 is an
electron counting building block with which a variable
number of electrons can be added to or removed from
a charge reservoir. Thus it can be utilized to move
electrons within a SET circuit. Typically, a charge
reservoir is a circuit node that is capacitively coupled
to ground. A charge reservoir with a capacitanceCr

containing a charge ofV ×e is therefore equivalent to a
voltage sourceU = V×e

Cr
. The MV ke block behavior

is controlled via two Boolean input signalsR (reset)
and E (enable) and it operates as follows: ifR = 0,
a charge ofV × k × e, wherek is a positive integer
constant andV is an integer (variable) value, is moved
to the electron reservoir when the block is triggered
by E = 1. Note thatV could either be another charge
reservoir containingV × e electrons or an equivalent
voltage source. For positiveV values theMV ke block
is in ”add” mode (adding charge to the reservoir)

while for negativeV values theMV ke block is in
”remove” mode (removing charge from the reservoir).
The MV ke block has a dynamic logic behavior thus
before a new charge transport can be initiated it has
to be reset and this can be achieved byR = 1.
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Fig. 7. MV ke block implementation.

A possible implementation of theMV ke block is
displayed in Figure 7. The circuit operates as follows.
If a clock pulseCLK arrives, the SET transistor (C1

and C2) is opened if and only ifE = 1. When the
transistor opens,V × k × qe charge is added to the
load capacitorCl. As a result of this charge transport,
an opposite charge−V×k×e is stored on node ’t’. The
voltage resulting from this opposite charge cancels the
effect of voltage sourceV , inhibiting further charge
transport. The circuit is biased via the the DC input
B. Given that the capacitorCv acts as a weight factor
for V , the desired multiplication constant valuek can
be adjusted by changing the value ofCk.

pF (X)

1

0
a b b+T a+2Ta+T b+2T

Period

X

Fig. 8. Period symmetric functionFp(X).

A Boolean symmetric function Fs(x0, x1,
. . . , xn−1) is a Boolean function for which the output
depends on the sum of the inputsX =

∑n−1
i=0 xi.

A Periodic Symmetric Function (PSF)Fp(X) is a
symmetric function for whichFp(X) = Fp(X + T ),
where T is the period. Any PSF can be completely
characterized byT , the value of its period, and
a,b, the values ofX corresponding with the first
positive transition and the first negative transition,
as displayed in Figure8. Efficient implementation
of periodic symmetric functions is quite important
as many functions involved in computer arithmetic



computations, e.g., parity, belong to this class of
functions. ThePSF block is an electron counting
building block that can evaluate a PSF, where it is
assumed that the sum of the inputsX is charge
encoded and stored in a charge reservoir.

V

B

C t

J t

T

Vss

Vss

Fp(V)

modified SET inverter

Fig. 9. PSF block implementation.

A possible implementation of thePSF block is
displayed in Figure 9. The circuit operates as follows.
The capacitorCt and junctionJt form an electron trap
structure. The charge encoded input valueV serves as
the input to the electron trap. Given than the output
of an electron trap circuit has a periodic behavior, the
electron trap’s output nodeT has a periodic response
to input V . The voltage on nodeT is capacitively
added to a biasing voltageB and then serves as input
for a SET inverter. The SET inverter behaves as a
literal gate and transforms its input signal (within a
limited range) to either logic0 of logic 1.

Given these two types of building blocks we can
now discuss electron counting schemes for addition
and multiplication. Assuming binary operands, the first
step in any electron counting process is to convert a
binary integer valueX to its discrete analog equiva-
lent Xe using a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC)
which follows the general organization of the one
introduced in [26]. As described earlier, theMV ke
block in Figure 7 can be utilized to add/remove a
number of electrons to/from a charge reservoir. When
multiple suchMV ke blocks operate in parallel on
the same charge reservoir, electrons can be added to
the reservoir in parallel. More specific, to convert an
operandX = (x0, x1, . . . , xn−1), each bitxi, i =
0, 1, . . . , n−1 is connected to theE input of anMV ke
block that has theV input hardwired to a bias potential
that induces aV ×k value equal with2i. Therefore, the
operandX can be encoded as

∑n−1
i=0 xi2ie at the cost

of n MV ke blocks in “add” mode. Thus this DAC
scheme has anO(n) asymptotic complexity in terms
of the number of required building blocks.

Given theMV ke-DAC encoding scheme described

above, the addition operation can be implemented in
a straightforward manner. The addition of twon-bit
operandsA andB can be embedded in the conversion
process if the operands are converted into charge
format, via a total of2n MV ke blocks in “add” mode
that share the same charge reservoir. Once the result
corresponding to the addition is available in the charge
reservoir as a chargeY e, where Y = A + B, we
need to convert this result back to a digital format in
order to finalize the computation process. To achieve
this an Analog to Digital Conversion (ADC) process is
required. In the following we describe an ADC circuit
based on the PSF block.

If N is the maximum number of extra electrons that
can be present in the result charge reservoir,m =
1 + [log N ] bits are required to represent this value
in binary format. Then, following the base2 counting
rules, any ADC output bitsi, i = 0, 1, . . . , [log N ] is
equal to1 inside an interval that includes2i consec-
utive integers, every2i+1 integers, and0 otherwise.
Thus each bitsi can be described by a periodic
symmetric function with period2i+1. As consequence
of this property each output bitsi can be computed by
a PSF block that had been adjusted in order to have
a transfer function that copies the periodic symmetric
function required for the bit positioni. Thus we can
implement anm-bit ADC using m PSF blocks (the
PSF applied at bit positioni is tuned to exhibits the
periodic transfer function corresponding to thatsi bit)
that operate in parallel on a charge reservoir. Given that
we are addressing the particular case ofn-bit operand
addition, such thatm = n+1, the cost of the required
ADC circuit is in the order ofO(n).
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Summarizing, the electron counting based addition
of two n-bit operands can be implemented with a
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depth-2 SET network composed out of3n+1 electron
counting building blocks, then with anO(n) asymp-
totic complexity measured in terms of building blocks.
The overall organization of the circuit is depicted in
Figure 10. We note here that in the Figure, the value
k of the MV ke blocks has been drawn inside the
block to suggest that it was implemented by properly
adjusting the corresponding circuit parameter(s), while
all inputs V have been fixed to the equivalent of
a charge reservoir with1e charge. Even though the
proposed addition scheme is primarily meant for ad-
dition/subtraction, it has a broader scope. Some of the
alternative utilizations includen-bit subtraction,n-bit
parity functions, multi-operand addition andn| log n
counters.

We next discuss an electron counting multiplication
scheme that follows to some extent the paradigm we
introduced for addition. Assume we have the input
operandsA andB and we want to computeP = A×
B. As indicated in [25] a straightforward application
of the electron counting principle to the multiplication
produces a depth-3 network with an overall asymptotic
complexity measured in terms of circuit elements in
the order ofO(n2). A more effective implementation
is also possible if one make use of the ability to
transport a variable number of electrons to/from a
charge reservoir exhibited by theMV ke structure
depicted in Figure 6. Such a block can transportV ×k
electrons whenk is a built in constant (can be changed
via circuit parameter(s)) andV is a variable specified
by the content of a charge reservoir.

The basic idea behind the scheme is again to add a

chargePe to a charge reservoir and to utilize an ADC
structure to obtain the binary representation of the
productP . The general organization of the proposed
multiplication circuit is depicted in Figure 11. Again,
the valuek of theMV ke blocks has been drawn inside
the blocks themselves to suggest that thatk value was
implemented inside the block by properly adjusting
the corresponding circuit parameter(s). The scheme is
utilizing a clock for synchronization purposes1 and the
computation process can be described as follows: First,
on the positive clock value, a number of electrons
corresponding to the value of theB operand, i.e.,∑n−1

i=0 bi2i, are added to the corresponding charge
reservoir. This is achieved withn MV ke blocks each
of them assuming as inputs thebi bit and having
the V input hardwired to the equivalent of a charge
reservoir with1e charge, such thatV ×k = 2i. Second,
on the negative clock value, a charge ofA × Be is
added to the other charge reservoir. This is achieved
with n MV ke blocks assuming as inputs theai bits
and the analog value present on the charge reservoir
processed in the previous computation step. As each
MV ke block in this stage contributesai × 2i × B
electrons, a final charge of

∑n−1
i=0 ai2i×Be, i.e,A×Be

is present in the output charge reservoir when second
step is completed. Last, the value on the output charge
reservoir is converted to digital with2n − 1 PSF
blocks.

This scheme still implies a depth-3 network but
requires2n MV ke blocks and2n − 1 PSF blocks,
thus the overall asymptotic complexity is reduced to
O(n).

The main advantage of electron counting logic is the
potential to encode ann-bit binary number as a single
variable. First, this can result in a large reduction of
area for memory cell arrays as well as for arithmetic
circuits. Second, it can potentially result in reduced
delay for arithmetic operations as its utilization elimi-
nates the carry chain that usually determines the criti-
cal path of such operations. Although the addition and
multiplication schemes described above assumen-bit
calculation, we can assume that for practical situations
a limited number of bits can be encoded as a single
variable. If this is the case we can combine electron
counting with traditional approaches in high radix
computation schemes. If for example we assume radix
16 calculation (4 bits per digit), the digit operations
can be done in the electron counting paradigm while
the carry between digit positions can be handled with
traditional schemes. Roughly speaking this reduces the
carry chain of arithmetic operations by a factor4.

The main disadvantage of electron counting logic is
the need for additional signal amplification. Given that
the charge present in a charge reservoir can potentially

1We assume here a level triggered behavior but the scheme can
work with edge triggered policy as well.



vary over a large range, the capacitance of the charge
reservoir should be relatively large in order to reduce
feedback to the attached electron counting building
blocks. This also implies that the feed forward signal
is relatively small and that it requires amplification.
As this signal is non-Boolean, a simple buffer such as
an inverter cannot be utilized. Instead, it will require
the presence of OpAmp-like buffers. It may however
be possible to delay signal amplification until a charge
encoded result is converted into a binary number, such
that an inverter chain is sufficient for signal level
restoration.

Concluding, the electron counting logic approach
further increase the efficiency at which the SET tech-
nology is utilized. However, this comes at the price of
loss in signal strength. A potential interesting applica-
tion for this encoding scheme is the implementation
of memory cell arrays, as a large number of memory
cells can utilize a single DAC and ADC.

6. DISCUSSION
Single Electron Tunnelling (SET) is a future tech-

nology candidate that can be seen as one of the
potential successors of (C)MOS. It’s main advantages
are as follows. First, the tunnel junction by itself is
technology independent as its fabrication only requires
a gap in a conducting material. This material can be a
conventional metal strip, but also an advanced material
such as a carbon nanotube. SET behavior is deter-
mined by a fundamental physical phenomenon, e.g.,
the discrete nature of charge transport which occurs
through tunnel junctions and the Coulomb blockade
effect, the energy barrier that must be overcome in
order to make this transport possible. Second, unlike
MOS, SET has the potential to be be scaled down
to molecular dimensions due to the simplicity of the
tunnel junction. Third, given the ability to control
charge transport at a scale of individual electrons, and
the potential to design circuits operating with such
small scale charge transport, the SET technology offers
the potential for ultra low power consumption. Given
that such SET circuits will likely be constructed with
feature sizes in the order of1 nm, the number of
devices per cm2 might be in the order of1011 or more.
This implies that ultra low power is critical for the
success of any nanometer-scale technology.

The main problems associated with the SET tech-
nology are as follows. First, the energy scale at which
charge transport is controlled is the Coulomb energy.
In order to accurately control charge transport, one
must ensure that other forms of energy present in the
circuit, including the thermal energy, are much smaller
then the Coulomb energy. The Coulomb energy is
inverse proportional to the size of the capacitors in the
circuit. In order to operate at room temperature these
capacitors must be in the order of10−18 F or less. At

the present state-of-the-art of lithographic technology,
this is not possible in a commercial setting and can
only be achieved in special laboratories. Second, given
that SET circuits operate at a charge transport scale
of 1 electron, the circuits are extremely sensitive to
charge pollution in the substrate. If a single charge par-
ticle is present near a tunnel junction, it can severely
alter the junctions critical voltageVc, thereby resulting
in switching errors. All SET schemes presented in
here are susceptible to this random background charge
effect and will fail to operate reliably if such charge
is present. However, with improved manufacturing
capabilities this problem might be reduce such that
error correction schemes can become viable.

In an attempt to demonstrate that emerging devices
like SET can be effectively used only if their specific
behavior is explicitly utilized at the circuit and system
level we discussed three different SET logic design
styles. Some of their advantages and disadvantages are
summarized in the following.

The CMOS-like design styles required the largest
area in terms of circuit elements. Also, its power
consumption is the largest as it not only transports
a larger amount of charge but also consumes static
current. The delay of Boolean gates designed in the
CMOS-like style is typically in the order10 ns or
more. For example the NOR gate example in Figure 3,
with CL = O(10−15) andRt = O(105) as suggested
in [18] one can evaluate a gate delay of about10 ns.
The same NOR gate but now designed in SEEL as
depicted in Figure 5 and with the circuit parameters
considered in [24] has a delay of about1 ns.

The SEEL design style requires less area, consume
less power (in the order of1 meV per output switching)
and have less delay (in the order of1 ns). Additionally,
the SEEL based approach has the added benefit of
being able to directly implement threshold logic based
circuits. For example, a TL based full adder imple-
mentation only requires2 TLGs, while its Boolean
counterpart requires about10 gates.

The electron counting based approach is novel and
more research is required in order to be able to
characterize the proposed schemes in terms of area,
delay or power. Our recent research has demonstrated
the potential benefits this novel paradigm might have
in terms of required area and delay for addition related
operations. However we do not yet have sufficient
simulation data to evaluate some practical cases. We
anticipate that the delay of the electron counting basic
building blocks might be larger than the one of the
SEEL gate but we expect that the very shallow net-
works produced by the electron counting paradigm can
compensate for this. For example when considering
the n-bit addition any fast structure based on carry
lookahead or another similar technique [27] requires
a delay in the order ofO(log n) whereas the electron



counting produces a depth-2 network. Wether or not
this is enough to compensate for the larger delay of the
block and/or for other practical issues that might limit
the number of bits that can be accommodated into a
charge reservoir it is still an open issue and subject of
future research. However, we expect that the required
area for addition related operations implemented in
the electron counting paradigm will be lesser than
the one required by SEEL implementation based on
Boolean and/or threshold gates. When assuming that
signal amplification can be achieved with an inverter
chain, the power consumption might be comparable to
the SEEL approach but this issue also requires more
future investigations.

7. CONCLUSIONS
It is generally accepted that fundamental physical

limitations will eventually inhibit further (C)MOS fea-
ture size reduction. Several emerging nano-electronic
technologies with greater scaling potential, such as
Single Electron Tunneling (SET), are currently under
investigation. Each of these exhibit their own switching
behavior, resulting in new paradigms for logic design
and computation. This paper presented a case study
on SET based logic. We analyzed and compared
three different SET designs styles. First, SET tran-
sistor based designs that mimic conventional CMOS.
Second, single electron threshold logic based on the
voltage threshold of SET tunnel junctions. Third,
electron counting logic based on the direct encoding
of integers as charge and performing computation by
charge transport.
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